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review: chetan (parth) is a science student and a mumbai native. in this super-fast paced comedy, he is the student who takes on all that comes his way and makes it his way. with attitude, we are taught how to take responsibility in life. the movie also teaches us the importance of a cool head and keeping promises. “the rest of his life was a mess.” this statement by the protagonist of this film sets the picture right in the initial moments. the protagonist of the film is a 19-year-old
woman who lives with a father and a girlfriend. the protagonist also does not get along with her stepmother. the protagonist narrates the events of her life to her friend and tells him about a guy she likes. this movie is a romantic comedy in the real life.. eps file 9.0. a crime against humanity is committed. the government denies responsibility. prof. ketan (rajat kapoor) is an assistant professor at a college, but has a lot of trouble coming to terms with his own profession. ketan is prone

to anger. his fellow colleagues see it as a virtue of a passionate professor and let him be. meanwhile, ketan and his department are under pressure to publish results from an extremely competitive world research grant. ketan and his colleagues are found out for falsifying scientific evidence. ketan, not legally allowed to publish such results, raises a question against his mentor. after getting selected as a superhero in a lucky draw, the irrepressible and careless hero akhil mishra is being
coached how to behave like a real-life superhero at his uncle’s home. akhil is advised to go about it by studying real life superheroes and role-model heroes. this moving and funny flick shows how one can succeed and overcome all his obstacles with hard work and good guidance.
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